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Absfract

Mass spectrometry is used extensively in the precise determination of atomic mass

differences. Recently, Manitoba II has been used to obtain the mass difference between

82Se and 82Kr reported in this thesis.

One of the rarest decays ever postulated, the two neutrino mode of double beta

decay, was first observed experimentally by Elliot et al., in the decay of 82Se to 82Kr,

using a time projection chamber. Due to the possibility ttrat the neutrino may be a Majo-

rana particle and, therefore, zero neutrino mode double beta decay may proceed, the

necessity of a precise knowledge of the Q-value for this decay arose. A sharp peak at the

Q-value in the electron sum-energy spectrum is the signature for this zero neutrino mode.

The measurement of the atomic mass difference between ttse and 82Kr was accom-

plished using the Manitoba tr high resolution mass spectrometer. The mass difference

reported in this manuscript is3216+ L.62ltu, which converts to a e-value of

2995.84+ 1.48 keV for this 82Se to t'Kr decay. However, the specfum published by Elliot

et al. in 1985 shows no evidence for a spike at this end-point energy.
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1 A Historical Background of Mass Spectrometry.

1.1 Introduction

The beginning of the 20'h centuy brought a new era in physics with the

emergence of the study of atomic physics. This period followed the observation

of the so-calIed "kanalsfrahlen" in a low pressure discharge tube by Goldstein

tco886l. Further investigation by wilhelm wein [WEB1B],[wE902] showed

that the rays studied by Goldstein could be deflected in a sfong magnetic field

and that they were actually positively charged particles.

J.J. Thomson demonstrated the existence of electrons through his investi-

gation of cathode rays [TH897]. These negatively charged rays were made

incident on a region with parallel electric and magnetic fields and the charge to

mass ratios (q lm) were determined for these particles. In a similar apparatus, the

detailed examination of the frajectories followed by positively charged ions

provided Thompson with experimental proof that the individual atoms of the

same element had approximately the same mass (confirmation of isotopy). Using

this arrangement, Thomson showed that the rays could be analyzed according to

their charge-to-mass ratios. This important observation marked the advent of a

completely new field of spectroscopy, namely mass spectoscopy.

If positive ions are perpendicularly incident on a region of electric and

magnetic fields which areparallel to the z axis, they experience a deflection from

their initial trajectories. An ion of mass rn and charge q with initial velocity v = vî

will experience an acceleration a = oÊ, due to the electric field, given by



r" =g!m (1-1)

where E = EÊ is the electric field. This ion will emerge from the electric field

with final vertical displacement given by

_ _qE ( *\'"-z*1") (L -2)

where x is the extent of the fietds. The ion also experiences a lateral acceleration

ø(vxB) (1-3)an-

due to the magnetic field. Here B = BÊ is the magnetic field. This ion will emerge

from the field with a lateral displacement given by

qB2
I =6x

From equations (1-2) and (1-4) it can be shown that

(r -4)

(1-5)n=(*)(#),
The above equation shows that ions of the same charge-to-mass ratio (q/m),

traversing the region containing a parallel magnetic and electric fields of extent

x, fall on a particular parabola in the y-z plane. The position of a given ion on the

parabola, depends on its velocity. There is a different parabola for each (q/m)

value. Thompson's parabola apparatus required a very well collimated incident

ion beam. Study of these parabolas provided Thomson with stong evidence for

the existence of isotopes ¿rmongst the light elements rcHg12l.



1.2 The First Mass Spectrometers

Thomson's work, with the positive ray parabola apparatus prompæd the

construction of the first mass specfiograph by F.w. Aston [AS9I7], then a

research student at Cambridge. The Aston device incorporated a well collimated

ion beam which was first deflected by an electric field in one direction and then

deflected in the opposite sense by a magnetic field region. The purpose of the

electric fieldwas to utalyze the beam according to energy, and allow the selection

of ions with a certain range of kinetic energies from the beam. The magnetic field

providedmass analysis. With this arrangement, Aston's mass spectrograph could

focus ions of the same charge-to-mass ratio and different initial velocities to the

same point, a property called velocity focusing.

After traversing the insffument, it is desirable for an ion beam of the same

q/m value to focus to a point, independent of the initial direction. This property

is called direction focusing. Because the instrument lacked direction focusing,

good collimation of the ion beam was a necessity.

A mass resolution (that is the width of peak, w in mass units, divided by

the mass M of the ions under study) of approximately 1 part in 130 and a mass

dispersion of 1.1 mm for t%o mass difference was obtained, a factor of 10 better

than the parabola instrument of Thompson.

With this instrument Aston carried out a survey of much of the periodic table

in the light element region. In this work, chlorine isotopes 35 and 37 were

identified. Further, Aston's research work on elements showed that masses of

individual nuclides were, approximately, integers. As early as 1815, prout had

putforward an idea that all atoms arereally aggregations of hydrogen atoms. This



idea was disregarded as it was latter established that many elements possessed

atomic weights that were not integral multiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen.

Chlorine, with an atomic weight of 35.46,was an example of a situation in which

Prout's theory was incompatible with experimental evidence. The discovery of

the two isotopes of chlorine, "Cl and 37C1, provided an explanation for fractional

atomic weights.

A different type of instrument was built by A.J. Dempster using a 1g00

magnet, a monoenergetic ion source, and collimating slits [DEg1g/. An ion

normally incident to the magnetic field experiences a centripetal acceleration

a =i, and hence a force

p =ú=QvB

*'=qB
r

where y is the velocity of the ion beam. If the ions

they posses a velocity v given by

(1-6)

faverse a potential V, then

(1-7)V=

From (6) and (7) it can be shown rhat the q/m rario is

(1-8)

It can be seen from the above equation that the mass spectrum can be viewed by

varying the potential V. Ions of the same q/m ratio and an angular divergence ø

at the entrance point will be focused to the same point after passing through the

q _2V
m B2r2

2vq
m



magnetic field. This instrument possessed no velocity focusing ability; hence a

monoenergetic ion source was required. Dempster obtained a mass resolution of

1 part in 100 with this machine. using this device, Dempster made abundance

measurements of magnesium and, later, lithium, potassium, calcium and zinc

IDE92t],[D8922].

1.3 Double focusing and the Mass scale.

The first refined series of mass measurements was made in Paris by Costa

[CO925]. He obtained accurate mass measurements for rH 
and very useful mass

comparisons of aHe,6Li,7Li,r2c,andraN, 
with atypical accuracy of 1 partin 3000.

In this work, Costa observed small divergences of the isotopic masses from the

whole number rule. This observation encouraged Aston to build his second mass

spectro$aph [45927] with which he obtained a massresolution of approximately

1 part in 600 with a dispersion of 2.2mm for l%o massdifference. Measurements

were made by Aston using this instrument with a precision of about 1 part in 10a.

To express the extent of these divergences from the whole number rule, Aston

used his packing fraction expression

n ,. .. AtomicMass -MassNumber M -Aracffinql.ractton = MassNumber A
(1-e)

In 1927 , Aston published his packing fraction curve which depicts the general

manner in which nuclear binding energy varies as a function of mass number.

shortly thereafter, K.T. Bainbridge designed and built a Dempster-type

instrument with 1800 magnet, which also possessed a velocity filter for ions

entering the magnet and a phorographic detection system [BA933c]. The filter

incorporated crossed electric and magnetic fields. Ions havin g a velocity v =E¡



were undeflected by the filter and entered the magnet. With this instrument

Bainbridge made precise mass determinations of atoms involved in the nuclear

reaction tH + tl-i ->2alHe, [BA933d], providing thereby the first experimental

proof of the Einstein mass-energy equation, E=mc2 \EIÙ1S].

The development of a generation of improved instruments for atomic mass

determination emerged from the detailed study of ion optics. This knowledge was

generalized in the work of Herzog and Mattauchin 1934, in which focusing

equations were derived for radial and/or homogeneous magnetic fields

IHEMg34]. On the basis of these equations, mass spectrographs, which possessed

"double focusing", that is, both d.irection and velocity focusing were constructed.

Improved focusing in these instuments, which were developed for the precise

determination of atomic mass, resulted in typical mass resolutions of approxi-

mately I part in 104. Ion optical properties of double focusing instruments will

be discussed further in chapter 2.

The introduction of electrical detection by Nier and. Robert s [NI95I ] at the

University of Minnesota, and subsequently the related peak matching technique

[SM953a,b] [N1957] for determining the mass difference between members of

a mass doublet, led to a further substantial improvement both in precision and in

efficiency of operation of the insfumenrs. During this period (1950-60) mass

spectrometry emerged as an increasingly powerful tool in physics and chemistry,

and a novel technique in biology and geology. Using the aforementioned tech-

niques Nier and Roberts made atomic mass measurements of narrow doublets.

In the 1950's, increased precision, both in atomic mass determinations as

well as in isotope abundance work prompted discussions between chemists and



physicists regarding a unified scale of nuclidic masses. At this time, chemists

were using a mass scale based on the average atomic mass of the isotopic mixture

of natural oxygen, while physicists were using a mass scale based on the mass

of 160=16. Ultimately it was proposed that t2C 
be the new reference nuclide. This

proposal was adopted, in a coordinated action, by the International Union of Pure

andAppliedPhysicistsin 1960 andbythelnternationalUnion of Pure andApplied

Chemists in 1961.

Another major development in the study of the ion optics of double focusing

instruments was the work of Hintenberger and König t4lgísl. They derived

generalexpressionsforimageaberrationsto secondorder. Then, using acomputer

to derive solutions, they proposed a number of arrangements that provide higher

order double focusing. In this work Hintenberger and König assumed abrupt field

boundaries, andconsideredonly uniform magnetic fields andradial electric fields.

One of these designs was that used for Manitoba II, the instrument used for

precise atomic mass determinations reported in this thesis. This mass spectrometer

is a second order high resolution instrument which achieves a mass resolution as

high as 1 partin 2xL05 atthe bases of the mass specrral peaks [BAg6n,[BAg7]1.

Previous atomic mass measurements completed using this instrument have had

precision levels as high as I parts in 1010 tslgg7l.
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Positive Ion Optics.

2.1 Equation of Motion in Electric and Magnetic Fields.

First order equations of motion for positive ions traversing magnetic and

cylindrically symmetric electric fields will be shown below. Although second

order equations are necessary for high resolution instruments the first order

focusing theory gives adescription of the mostimportantfeatures of the behavior

of the instrument. The second order theory provides information on significant

image aberrations.

consider an ion of mass m and charge q moving in a region of uniform

magnetic and electric fields. The force acting on this ion is given by the Lorentz

law

F=q(E+ v x B) (2- r)

where E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field and v is the ionic velocity.

Consider a multistage mass spectrometer with a tandem, cylindrical electrostatic

and a homogeneous magnetic field. The motion of the ion can be analyzed sep-

arately for the different fields. In the region where B = 0 and E > 0, the path of

the ion entering the radial electric field at a radius r" is given by

If 2ð is the separation between the two cylindrical electrostatic plates, equation

(2-2) can be written as

T=n"

mv' qv
,1 =r_f{,-*)

(2-2)

(2-3)

10



where v is the voltage applied to the plates. Jf re >> õ then the ionic energy as

derived from equation2-3 is given by

(2-4)

Clearly the electrostattc analyzer acts as an energy analyzer.

In the region where B > 0 and E = 0, the ion fiajectory is described by the

equation

F-qvl=# (2-s)

where r- is the radius of curvature of the ion moving in the median plane within

the magnetic field, v is the velocity of the ion andB the magnitude of the magnetic

field. Equati on 2-5 can be written as

mv
'm qB

(2-6)

The magnetic field is clearly a momentum analyzer, that is, uniform magnetic

fields discriminate between ions of different momenta.

2.2 Homogeneous Magnetic fields.

The focusing properties of homogeneous magnetic sector fields for both normal

and oblique incidence and emergence is described below. This description is

based on the focusing equations developed by Herzog in 1934 tHE934l and,

Cartan [CA937] . We will consider magnetic analyzers as shown in figures 2.la

and2.Ib.

11



2.2.1 Normal Incidence and Emergence.

suppose a beam of ions of mass mo with velocity vo leaves the object

point o, with an angular divergence ü(ü< 1) and proceeds to enter the

magnetic field after naversing the distance l'^. on entering the magnetic field,

with the median ions entering perpendicularly, the beam is deflected by the

perpendicular magnetic field so as to follow a circular path of radius r- given

by equation 2-6.The beam leaves the field and proceeds to the image point I
located at the distance l"^ from the field boundary. The ions are focused to

the image point I. For rays incident normal to the field boundaries, the points

O, C and I lie on a straight line (Barber's rule tBAg33l).

In his ion optic theory, Herzog demonstrated that the focar length of an

anangement such as that shown in figure 2.lais given by tHE934l

rt-m
'/' - sin 0-

The object and image distances are related by the equation

b *,, = r^w +Êr 
{ 

r . (*.\ -, ;(* *)

(l*' - g) Q^" - g) = Ê, (2-7b)

where g^=l^cosQ, describes the distance from the field boundary to the

principal focus. A displacement of the object å,'results in a displacement of

the image b^". FoÍ a small change in ionic mass tn¿ to mo(r+ y) and a small

change in ionic velocity vo to vo(l + B), where T and B are small (T Þ << l),

Herzog showed that the image displacement is given by

(2-7a)

(2-8)

12



If there is no mass or velocity changes (that is T = p = 0 ) the magnification

of the instrument is given by

b^" -f^

-=b^' l^'- g^
(2-e)

2.2.2 Oblique Incidence and Emergence.

Figure 2.1b demonstrates the more general case of oblique incidence and

emergence of ions in a homogeneous magnetic field (as in Manitoba II, the

instrument used in this work). The ions follow a najectory from the object

point o, enters and emerges from the magnetic fietd boundaries at the angles

e'and e", respectively, relative to the normal to the field boundaries, and

proceeds to the image point I. In deriving the equation of motion of an ion

through the field Herzog IH8934/ showed that, for this general case, the focal

point is given by

(l^' - g^') (l^" - g,') = Ê, (2 -7 c)

where

, rncosem'cos(Õ. -E^")

(t:
öm

sin(Õ, -e^'-e^")

rmcosïn" cos(Õ. -E^')
sin(Õ- -e*'-e^")

and

f^=
r^cosl^'cosE^"

sin(Õ,, -e^'-e^")

oõm

T3



The location of principal points can be found from the consideration that

the beam path must be reversible, that is, single primed variables in the

equations can be exchanged with double primed ones. Here also the focal

points coincide with the principal points since the angular divergences before

and after the field are identical. The magnification of the image is given by

(2-7d)

Cartan tCA937] developed a useful graphical method for locating the

image position for oblique enftance and emergence of ions in a magnetic field.

Using the Cartan's construction it can be shown that the aforementioned

Barber's ruIe [8A93 3 ] still applies to oblique incidence and emergence of ions

in a homogeneous magnetic field.

2.3 Radial Electrostatic Fields.

The focusing properties of radial electrostatic fields is described below. 'We

will consider an elecúostatic analyzer as shown infigure2.2.

As in the case of a magnetic sector field discussed in the last section, consider

a beam of ionic mass r?¿o and ionic velocity v, leaving an object point o (frgz.z)

with a half angular spread cr(G< 1). Ions following rhe median path enter the

field region perpendicularly after traversing the field free region /,'. These ions

are constrained by the field, hence they follow a circular path of radius given by

2õm.vj
f"=

qV (2- 10)

b^" cos(Ç -E^') ( t^"\
t-l

b^' coseñ' lf- )

14



from equation2-4. The ions exit the field and proceed to the image point I located

at a distanc e 1"" fÍomthe field boundary where they are focused. The displacement

of the image b"" as a result of a displacement of the object b"', a change in the

ionic velocity vo to v"(l + F), and a change in ionic mass rno to mo(l + y) for small

values of B and T (Þ,T << 1), was found by Herzog to be

b 
",, 

=, "(þ. å, {, 
.(h)} _, ",(h)

where the image and objet distances are related by the equation

(2- rr)

(2 - tta)

(2- 11b)

(2- Ilc)

and

(1"'-g)Q""-g)=t

f" = r"l.,Psin ü0"

g" =f"cos^þq,

2.4 Double Focusing.

Equations 2-8 and 2- 1 1 give the displacement of the image for a displacement

of the object in magnetic and electric fields respectively. Both equations contain

a term in B which expresses the velocity dispersion associated with the respective

fields. The equations also contain a term in ywhich describes the mass dispersion.

Conveniently, the coefficients of y and P are different, which makes it possible

to design a compound system composed of an elecftostatic and magnetic analyzer.

Such an arrangement allows the velocity dispersion produced by one field to be

negated by the velocity dispersion produced by the other. However, the mass

dispersions do not cancel and the separation between two mass spectral lines can

be measured in order to determine a mass difference.

15



Consider an arrangement where the image formed by say the electrostatic

analyzer serves as an object for the magnetic analyzer. From equations 2-t and,

2-rr, the final image displacement b"" for a small object displacement b"' and.

small changes in ionic mass (la,(1+y)) and velocity (v,(1+ B) is given by

b 
^" = r ^(þ 

+ y) (r + M 
^) -, ̂ lr"(U.:ùe + M 

") - u 
", 
* "] (z - rz)

where M* =(Ð and M"= (å ) 
are the magnification of rhe magnetic and

electrostatic analyzer respectively. The requirement for velocity dispersion to

cancel is met if the coefficient of þ in 2-12 vanishes, that is

r^(M;' + 1)- r"(7+M")=Q (2- 13)

If the above condition is met, the instrument is not only direction focusing, but

velocity focusing as well. An insfrument that satisfies both focusing conditions

is said to be a double focusing instrumenr. Equation (z-12) is satisfied by

instruments having an intermediate direction focus after the electrostatic analyzer.

An alternate expression which is satisfied by insnuments that do not have any

intermediate direction focus is given in equation (2-I4).

Herzog's ion optic analysis is based on the assumption that cl, B and y are

small so that their squares can be neglected. Therefore, this is a first order theory.

Equation (2-13) impties that for a given electrostatic analyzer with fixed r"

and Q" and a magnetic sector of extent Q,, velocity focusing occurs at only one

value of r^. An alternate form of the double focusing condition can be obtained

if the object slit is located at the principal focus of the electrostatic analyzer so

that l"'= g", then equation 2-I3 can be rewritten in the form

76



þU -cos g.l *firtnO^-þO- cor^[q") - €sin ^,[îq" =o (2- 14)

The emerging beam from the electrostatic analyzer is parallel, hence 1"" + *.
V/riting l^' = d - l"",whete d is the drift space between the two fields, from2-I4

it can be shown that the double focusing condition is given by

sinQ- +r/zsinúq" = 0 (2- Ls)

This condition is conveniently independent of the ionic radius of curvature inside

the magnetic field. The two fields here deflect the beam in opposite directions.

2.5 Double Focusing Instruments.

on the basis of Herzog's theory, many double focusing instruments have

been constructed. Some of the first double focusing mass specfographs of this

type were constructed by Dempster [D8935] in chicago, Bainbridge and Jordan

Uo936l at Harvard university and Mattauch and Herzog in viena tMAg34l.

Dempster's mass spectrograph consisted of a 90o electrostatic analyzer and

180o magnetic analyzer. In Duckworth's laboratory at McMaster University, the

instrument was arranged symmetrically so that l"' = 1"" =0.350r". The image of

the elecfostatic analyzer was located at the effective boundary of the magnetic

analyzer, hence, l^' = 0. The image is located at the exit boundary, hence l^" = 0.

Velocity focusing occurs only when t^= r". This instrument geometry has rela-

tively small second order coefficients and simpler than the other second order

focusing instruments suggested by Hintenberger and König tHI959]. This

instrument was eventually transported to the University of Manitoba (Manitoba

I) in 1964. Manitoba I was capable of attaining a resolving power of 105. It was

used for precise atomic mass determinations and provided a precision of as high
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as 3 parts in 10e.

The Bainbridge-Jordan instrument contained a tandem ¿urangement of a 3"

elechost¿tic analyzer and a I sector magnetic field. Both fields were arranged

symmetrically so that the condition for velocity focusing was rm - r". For a

0.025mm principal slit size, a resolving power of 104 and d.ispersion of 5mm for

LVo mass difference was obtained. A similar instrument was built in Japan and

an improved version of it built by ogata and Matsuda [oG953a,b/ could attain

a resolution of up to 1 part in 6 x 105 using photographic detection.

A rather different early version of the instrument, constructed by Matøuch

and Herzo g I M A9 3 4 ], c on si sted of a 3* electro stati c analy zer and a ] magnetic

analyzer. The latter deflected the beam in the opposite direction to that of the

former (equation 2-1,5). The principal slit was located at the electrostatic analyzer

principal focus, giving a parallel emergent beam. The parallel beam entering the

magnetic analyzer was focused at the principal focus of the magnetic analyzer.

The velocity focusing condition in this case is independent of the ionic radius of

curvature in the magnetic tietd. This insfument was double focusing for all

masses. Based on this double focusing ¿urangement, Mattauch and Bieri (L954),

Everling (1957) and Ewald (1946,1953) constructed instruments in which res-

olutions of 1 partin L05 were attained. A largerversion of this type of instrument,

in which electrical detection was used, was constructed at Harvard University,

and operated with a mass resolution of 1 part in 250,000 ICOBA],[BAMO].

Other double focusing high resolution mass spectrometers were built by

Nier and Johnson [N195 3 ] at the University of Minnesota, by ogata and Matsuda

[oG957] at osaka university (osaka I), by Marsuda et al in 1966 (osaka I!
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[MA966] and Stevens and Moreland.

Lincoln G. Smith [SM96T constructed a different type of mass spectrom-

eter, the so called mass synchrometer, which was essentially based on measuring

a multiple of the ionic cycloton frequency which is a function of its mass. This

device was used for precise mass determination among the light elements (H, D,

T,r4N, 160,3tcl, 
"cl¡. This spectometerwas eventually transportedtoDelftwhere

Koets [KO975] made some modifications to the instrument, under the direction

of A.H. Wapsfta.

2.6 Second Order Double Focusing.

The ion optic theory discussed above is based on the assumption that the

half angular spread cr and the ionic velocity spread B are small enough to neglect

terrns involving their second and higher powers. However, all instruments have

image aberrations which inhibit achievement of high resolving power under the

above assumptions. Hence second order terms in c and B must be considered.

However the magnitude of c is often larger than P so that the dominating second

order aberration is g2.

The double focusing instruments constructed by Nier and Roberts [N1951],

Johnson and Nier (1953), Matt¿uch and Herzog (r934),stevens et. al. [sr6063],

and Stevens and Moreland [57967] allprovide second-order focusing for the g2

aberration, with first order double focusing.

Second order focusing properties for cylindrical electrostatic analyzers and

uniform magnetic sector fields were extensively investigated by Hintenberger

and König [H1959]. Their theory was based on the assumption that the fields

have abrupt boundaries and are restricted to the median plane of the insftument.
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Hintenberger and König described the ion frajectory after passing through each

field as a power series in cr and B. For a combination of an electric and magnetic

fields in tandem the displacement of the ion path from the optic axis at a distance

I^" from the fîeld boundary is given by

Y = r^{B rou," + B roþ + B rrú + B r"a"þ + B rrþ'} (2- 16)

where the coefficients ^Bu a¡e functions of eight geometric parameters:

0, and Q, (the angular extent of the electric and magnetic fields respectively),

e'and e" (the angles which the incoming and emerging ions, respectivery, make

with the normal to the magnetic field boundaries),

dlr^ (d is the drift space between the two fields and r-is the ionic radius of

curvature in the magnetic field),

r"lr^ (r" is the ionic radius of curvature in the elecfostatic field),

l"'lr^ andl^"/r^ (1"'is the object distance from electric field boundary,

l^" is the image distance from the magnetic field boundary).

The condition for complete second order focusing is

Br.o= Bzo= Brt= Brz= Bzz=0 (2- t7)

Hintenberger and König presented a number of geometric ¿urangements in which

complete second order focusing is achieved. One of these arrangements is that

used in the high resolution mass spectrometer at the University of Manitoba

(Manitoba II) \BA?7II.

Another second order double focusing mass spectrometer was Osaka II

designed by Matsuda in 1966 [MA966]and constructed at Osaka University. In
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the design of Osaka II, Matsuda et. al took advantage of the large mass dispersion

achieved by using a nonuniform (1/R) magnetic field to obtain high resolution

(1 part in 5 x 10s).

Hintenberger and König solved the system of equation s 2-17 numerically

and, on that basis, presentedanumberof geometrical ¿urangements which provide

complete second order focusing [H1959]. The relation of the Eansfer matrices of

secondorderto the secondorderequations of HintenbergerandKönigisdiscussed

by Takeshita [T8966]. The ion beam is described as it traverses the instrument

by multiplying matrices of the desi¡ed order for each section of the instrument,

in reverse order of the corresponding sectional arrangement. There are separate

matrix equations that describe beam transfer in the radial and axial directions.

V/ollnik /HzO 967b1 haspresented second order transfer matrices for the magnetic

and electrostatic fields. From these second order equations, expressions for image

aberration have been calculated (lMollnik 1967c, 1968) [wo967,968/. Thtd

order trajectories have also been determined for cylindrical elecffostatic fields

[M4975] (Matsuo), toroidal fields [Mr,tw972l and rhe general case which

describes any magnetic or electric sector [FMM977]. Finally, Matsuo, Matsuda,

Fujita and wollnik fw o 97 5 ] have presented a detailed computer pro gram,'Thfud

oBder lon Qptics" (TRIO) for the calculation of ion trajectories through any

combination of drift spaces, cylindrical or toroidal electric sector fields, homo-

geneous or inhomogeneous magnetic sector fields, or elecfostatic quadrupole

lenses. The effects of fringe fields have also been taken into account in these

calculations to thfud order in the radial direction and to second order in the axial

direction.
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Another useful ion optic program in electrostatic lens analysis and design

is sMIoN. This progr¿rm was developedin 1977 by D.c. McGilvery ar Lafobe

University in Austalia. An extensively revised version of Simion was developed

at the Idaho Engineering Laboratory for interactive use on personal computers.

Simion was used to design a quadrupole lens with hyperbolic pole faces which

will be mounted on the Manitoba II mass specfometer.

2.7 Peak Formation and Mass Resolution.

When velocity focusing is achieved in a double focusing instrument,

equation 2-l2can be written as

(2 - 18)

where M- and M" are the magnetic and electrostati c analyzer magnification

respectively. Equation 2-18 shows that, for an object displacementb'",there is a

corresponding image displacementb"^, as previously discussed. Here M-M" is

identified as the overall instrument magnification and the coefficient of T as a

measure of the instrument dispersion. In both photographic and electrical

detection the objectis the size of the slit, So. Afterpassing though the instrument

the image width is SoM, (M, = M-M"). For a given number of ionic species

fraversing the insfrument there ¿ìre a corresponding number of images of width

SoM*.

For an object slit of width S o = 2b' 
^,the 

images of two mass gïoups are just

resolved if

2b" 
^= 

So¡4, (2- re)

b" 
^ 
=lr¡t + u 

^) -)r"M ̂ çt 
* * ))+ M 

^M "b' "
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For a monoenergetic ion beam, Zþ+y=0, the instrumental resolution is given

by the equation

25J^

r^(l' - g^) (7 + Mr)
(2-20)

If, however, the beam contains ions of constant velocity (Ê = 0) the resolution is

improved by a factor of 2. In photographic detection the spectal line width is

soMs, hence no image broadening on the photographic plate will occur. For a

symmetrical ¿urangement, where l- = fr - g., the resolution is given by

Lltí ,so

Mr^ (2-2r)

However, it is common practice to place a slit of width s,, at the image point

and an elecffonic detector behind it. In this case the ion beam is swept across S,

by asawtooth signalwhosefrequencyis synchronizedwith thatof theoscilloscope

on whose screen the specfial peaks are observed. The resolution is then given by

LII ^s, +s,
Mrm (2-22)

for a symmetrical ¿Irrangement. In order to optimize both intensity and resolution

the image slit width is set equal to the width of the ion beam. A factor of two

resolution is lost in sweeping the beam across the slit. The dispersion of the

instrument for a IVo mass difference is given by d = r^1100.

2.8 Atomic Mass Determinations.

A pair of mass spectral lines produced by two species of ions whose masses

are almost, but not quite, equal is referred to as a doublet. If the mass of one of

Lr4
_-4r-

M-r-
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the members of the doublet is well known, then the mass of the other member

may be computed from knowledge of their relative spacing and the dispersion of

the insffument. Prior to the intoduction of electrical detection methods, spectral

lines were recorded on a photographic plate. These lines were then located using

a travelling microscope. Since dispersion varies with the mass region under study,

calibration lines were used to calculaæ the dispersion. Although it was possible,

in principle, to compare widely separated spectral lines, achieving uniform dis-

persion over a wide mass range was difficult.

The introduction of electrical detection at the turn of the century \NI953I

resulted in the wide-spread usage of appropriate ion sources (electron bom-

bardment) with steady ion current. This development also led to another method

of determining spectral peak spacings, called peak matching.

This latter technique is due to the theorem of Swann tSWg3I I and Bleakney

[8L936] which holds for any combination of electric and magnetic fields.

From the Lorentz force law, equation 2-1, Bleakney showed that an ion of

mass M can be made to follow exactly the same Íajectory as an ion of mass M'

through a linear combination of electric and magnetic fields if all magnetic fields

are held constant and all electric fields E, are changed to Ei, such that

ME =M,8,

This means the potentiulr V,, applied to the electrodes change to

, and hence

(2-23)

vi

MV =M,V, (2-24)
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Equation 2-24 states that if the relevant potential V is switched by an amount

given by 2-24 then the peak M'appears superimposed on the peak M. It can be

shown that equation 2-24 can be written as

(2-2s)

where Lv =v -v'is the amount by which the potential applied to the plates of

the electrostatic analyzer is changed and LItr = M' - M is the mass difference

between the two ion groups. Áv and v are measured quantities, and the mass

difference ÁM can be calculated. Digital devices are used to match the two peaks.

A multichannel analyzer with a memory that can split into four quadrants, each

with 1024 channels, is currently being used with Manitoba II. Different peak

matching techniques have been used with Manitoba II. These methods have been

discussed in detail elsewhere [KO979] . However, a brief discussion of the mosr

important features of the two techniques used with Manitoba II is given in chapter

3 of this work.

It is very important that equation 2-25 be satisfied at all times during a

measurement of the ratio ^].If the applied voltages V or Av change then the

calculated mass difference will be incorrect. Such potential changes can occur if
there is a charge build up on the surface of the electrostati c analyzt plates. The

accumulation of such charge on the electrostatic analyzer electodes has been

studied by Southon (197 3, 1977) [ So97 3 ] t Sog77 I as regards Manitoba II. This

effect has been observed to introduce a significant off-set to the measured mass

difference. A potential as large as 0.5V can be caused by charge build-up on the

plates. As mentioned earlier, the position of the image is most sensitive to a change

AIø AV
MV
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3 Manitoba II
3.1 A Brief Description.

The Manitoba II high resolution mass spectrometer was constructed by

Barber et. al. [8A967] at the University of Manitoba, after a design given by

Hintenberger and Köni g I H 19 5 9 ] which produces complete second order focusing

with negligible third order effects. The coefficients for complete second order

focusing are shown in equation 2-17.

Manitoba II is shown geometrically in figure 3.1. The important consider-

ations involved in selecting this insúument geometry are:

(1) An intermediate direction focus is obtained between the electrostatic and

magnetic analyzers. This focus allows the use of an energy defining slit ,Su

to control the range of energies tansmitted, and also aids in the focusing of

the instrument.

(2) The field free drift spaces ( l"', 1"" + l^' and,l^') and, hence the total ion path

length are relatively short. This compact configuration reduces problems

associated with mechanical vibrations and stray magnetic fields.

(3) The magnetic field boundaries are sraight rather than curved and therefore

makes the construction of the pole faces easier.

Manitoba II has been described is detail elsewhere tBA967l.However, important

features of this instrument will be presented briefly below.

Manitoba II is a second-order, double-focusing mass spechometer with

equation 2.16 fully satisfied. The geometric arrangement of Manitoba II is a linear
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combination of an elecEostatic analyzer and a magnetic analyzer in the "C"

confÏguration. The path length of ions travelling from the source to the detector

is 4.59m and the overall magnification is 0.50. This short path length reduces the

scattering of ions by residual gas in the insffument. The pressure within the

electrostatic and magnetic analyzerregion of Manitoba II is typically of the order

of 10-7torr. Two ion pumps, one mounted on the electostarrc analyzer and the

other mounted between the detector and the magnetic analyzer (figure 3.1) are

used to evacuate the instrument.

A sample,leaked into the ion source through a gas feedthrough from either

an externally heated oven (for solid samples) or a gas cylinder, is ionized in the

ionization chamber by electron bombardment and accelerated by a 19kV

potential. The electric fietd between a grounded cone-shaped piece of stainless

steel (the extraction cone) and the ion source end-plate, separated by approxi-

mately 2cm, is used to extract the ion beam through an approximately 1cm

diameter hole into the rest of the instrument. A quadrupole lens, mounted

following a set of electrostatic deflection plates, is used to focus the beam on the

object slit, thereby improving the fransmission of ions into the rest of the

instrument. The deflection plates are used to steer the beam either vertically or

horizontally to illuminate the principal slit. This object slit is followed by a

collimation slit (ø slit) which limits the value of the angular divergence (cr) for

tansmitted ions. The beam is then energy analyzed by a pair of cylindrical

electrostatic plates separated by a2cmgap and subtending an angle Q" = 90'. This

set of plates is called the electrostatic analyzer. An 800V elecfostatic potential

difference is applied between these plates symmetrically about ground. The
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electrostatic analyzer disperses the ion beam according to energy, with higher

energy ions emerging at larger radii. A direction focus is located a 1"" fromthe

edge of the electric field. At the direction focus is a slit (the beta slit) which serves

to reduce the noise from scattered ions as much as possible. This slit is also used

to define the range of energies required for fransmitted ions. Between the elec-

trostatic analyzer and the magnet is a field free region at the end of which is a

vertically oriented slit (the gamma stit). A magnetic analyzer whose field subtends

an angle þ^=90o follows right after the gamma slit. This vertically oriented

magnetic field (typically B>3kG) is uniform to 1 part in 5000 throughout irs exrent

to within about one gap width of the boundary. The magnetic field strength may

be varied accordingly depending on the mass number of the doublet whose mass

difference is sought. A Velocity focus is achieved once the beam has fraversed

the magnetic field region. The position of the beam ar the collector slit is thus

independent of both initial velocity and direction, but depends only on the mass

of the ions.

A pait of coils, located at the exit of the magnet, is driven by a saw-tooth

current at about 26H2. This signal is synchronized with the sweep of the display

oscilloscope. The resulting magnetic field sweeps the ion beam across the col-

lector slit to produce specftal peaks. Following the collector slit is an aluminum

conversion plate which emits electrons when struck by ions. These electrons fall

on a low noise high-gain Galileo model 4830 channel electron multiplier. This

signal is amplified by an Amptek model A-101 preamplifier and viewed on the

same oscilloscope that produces the saw-tooth, giving a realtime profile of the

beam at the detector.
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3.2 The ion Source

The ion source has been described in detail elsewhere tBAg7Il. Figure 3.2

shows a diagram of the important features of the ion source. This is an electron

bombardment source with a typical total ouþut ion current on the order of

micro-amps. A sample is allowed into the ionization region (A) through a gas

feedthrough. Gas samples are admitted into the ion source via a leak valve which

maintains constant flow of gas. Liquid samples are admitted in the same manner.

An externally heated oven is used to vaporize solid samples and the vapor is then

allowed into the ion source. The sample molecules are ionized by bombardment

with electrons from a rhenium filament (C) through which about 104 current is

passed. A magnetic field (approximately 1 kG), produced by passing cunent

through a coil (D), is used to confine the elecftons axially. The electrons oscillate

back and forth in very tight helical paths in the vicinity of the ionization region.

A plasma forms in the small region between the oven (B) and the source end-plate.

A very stong extraction field is created between the source and the grounded

extaction cone placed just outside the ion source. This field extracts positive ions

out of the source into the rest of the instrument. The ion current at this point of

the insÍument is typcally about three hundred micro-amps with this source. This

type of source is referred to more properly as a modified Finkelstein ionization

source [4R962].

3.3 The Quadrupole Lens.

The quadrupole lens has cylindrical pole faces which provide a good

approximation to the ideal field obtained from hyperbolic pole faces. Immediately

preceding the quadrupole are two pairs of electrostatic deflection plates. The ion
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beam may be deflected vertically and horizontally within the quadrupole field in

order to position the beam at the correct location on the object slit. The full

acceptance angle of the quadrupole lens is 3". Steering the beam in an attempt to

properly position it on the object slit may result in the beam striking the elecgodes

of the quadrupole. If the coating on the elecfrodes and the ceramic insulators

between the electrodes becomes thick enough, this may result in short-circuiting

which will cause instability in the exfacted ion beam.

This phenomenon has been observed during this work, and will be discussed

in chapter 4. Rectifying this problem requires cleaning of both the quadrupole

lens and the deflection plates, an operation which may take up to two days. This

has prompted the design of another set of quadrupole lens (fig 3.3) and deflection

plates, arranged such that the lens precedes the deflection plates. The newly

designed quadrupole lens should alleviate some of these problems. To improve

transmission through the focusing region and, hence, the rest of Manitoba II, the

full extent of beam acceptance is 5.2". This quadrupole lens has been constructed

and is currently being tested. A mounting flange has also been designed so that,

if necessary, the new quadrupole lens/deflection plates assembly may bereversed.

3.4 Focusing Procedure.

The integrity of the velocity focus is tested by altering the accelerating

voltage by approximately 10V on alternate fraces. A displacement of the peak

between the two oscilloscope traces indicates the existence of a velocity dis-

persion. The value of r- is changed to satisfy the double focusing condition.

The integrity of direction focus is tested by deflecting the beam horizontally.

By adjustin g l"' accordingly, direction focus may be achieved. This feature is
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cha¡acterized by a marked increase in the sharpness of the peaks.

ÁV" is changed gradually through about 100V to test the coincidence of the

two ion groups' tajectories. If both mass species collide with the p stit at the

same time, that is they disappear simultaneously on the screen, they are following

the same trajectory and, hence, Bleakney's theorem is satisfied.

3.5 Peak Matching on Manitoba II
As mentioned in section2.'7, the determination of atomic mass differences

on the Manitoba II high resolution mass spectrometer is carried out using peak

matching techniques. Three different peak matching techniques have been used,

namely visual matching, visual null matching, and most recently computer-

assisted matching.

In the visual method, the potential on the electrostatic analyzer plates is

changed from V to V'on alternate traces of the display oscilloscope. This change

in potential is in accordance with the theorems of Swann and Bleakney discussed

in section 2.7. This theorem requires that all elechostatic potentials be changed,

but the frajectory of the ions is most sensitive to the electrostatic analyzerpotential.

This means that if ÁV satisfies equation (2-25) exactly for the doublet in question,

then the two members of the doublet whose mass difference is of interest will

travel along identical trajectories through the instrument and the peaks will be

superimposed on each other. This matched condition is observed with alternate

oscilloscope taces displaced vertically above each other.

A signal averaging technique was developed by Benson and Johnson

[88966] to improve on the accuracy of the method just described. This method,

called visual null matching, has been used on Manitobarr [81969]. Here the two
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peaks are scaled by amplifiers so that they are roughly equal in amplitude. A

multichannel analyzer (MCA), whose sweep is synchronized with the sweep of

the Helmholtz coils, and operating in the signal averaging mode, normalizes the

signal and stores a digitized version in memory. On odd sweeps the accumulated

data of one peak is added to the memory, while on even sweeps the accumulaûed

data for the other doublet member is subtracted from the memory. The resultant

signal is displayed on an oscilloscope screen.

If the switched ÁV does not satisfy the matched condition, an S-shaped error

signal is accumulated (fig3.4a). If the matched condition is met, a symmetric

noise signal is accumulated (fig 3.4b).For the matched condition, ÅV is measured

relative to V and

LItI

is calculated from equation (2-25).

The accumulation of data over many sweeps improves the signal to noise

ratio and thereby the sensitivity of detection of the matched condition. In any one

measurement (one run) a total of eight spectra [sH977] are obtained, based on

all possible combinations of displacing one or the other of the two peaks (add or

subtract), changing the direction of sweep of the magnetic field (forward or

reverse) of the Helmholtz coils, or the choice of routing the reference peak through

either of the two amplifiers.In both the visual and the visual null peak matching

the only record preserved of the spectra taken during the run is the final value for

ÂV. The major drawback to this technique is that no perïnanent record of the mass

specfra are kept for future reference.

The computer assisted peak matching technique has been described in detail
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elsewhere [5H977]. This technique possesses the advantage of removing any

operator bias in observing the accumulated null signal. Here, the digitized data

stored in the MCA memory for each of the eight spectra are transferred to a

computer for analysis. The MCA memory is divided into four quadrants of 1024

channels each. one sweep of the MCA corresponds to four sweeps of the

Helmholtz coils. Figure 3.5 shows the MCA data accumulation timing d.iagram.

Also shown in this figure is the trigger pulses that initiate storage in the d.ifferent

quadrants when the appropriate voltages are applied to the electrostatic plates.

Figure 3.6 shows the accumulaúed specta in the four quadrants of the MCA

for one match. Quadrant zero stores the reference peak. Quadrant one stores the

shiftedpeak when ÂV + ôV is apptied to the ESA plates. Quadrant two stores this

same peak when Âv is applied, and quadrant three stores this peak when Lv - õv

is applied. The small voltage, õv, is the "split" voltage which is added to, or

subtracted from ÁV to laterally shift the peaks of quadrants one and three to the

left and right of the reference peak (fig 3.6).

In the analysis (HY991), a linear regression is ca:ried out using the split

voltages and offset of the peaks in quadrant 1-3 from quadrant 0 to obtain a more

precise matching voltage for the two peaks. This computer calculated value of

ÂV is then substituted into equation (2.25). This calculation is performed for all

eight spectra and the straight average is taken as the mass difference of the doublet

in question for that particular "run".

The main advantage of this technique is that there is a peffnanent record of

each spectrum taken in each "run". This computer assisted method makes it

possible to carry out a re-analysis of the same data at a later stage. Re-analysis
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of data would be necessary in the event of a subsequent search for potential

problems that were not appreciated at the time of measurement. Such problems

have occasionally been considered in refospect, and may involve peak shape,

resolvingpower, or, mostimportantly, thepossiblepresence of contaminantpeaks

[HY991].
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Figure 3.1

Manitoba II
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Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.3

Ouadrupole lens
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Figure 3.4

Peak Matching Error Signals.

(a) Mismatched Peaks

(b) Matched Peaks
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Figure 3.5

Timing Signals For Computer-assisted Peak Matching.
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Figure 3.6

Comnuter Matching Spectrum
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4 Determination of rhe Atomic Mass Difference Between E2Se and

t'Kr.

4.L Double-Beta Decay

Double-beta decay, postulated by wigner in the 1930's, is a second order

weak interaction through which even mass number unst¿ble nuclei reach an

energetically more favorable state by the conversion of two neuFons to two

protons, or vice verse, with the emission of two beta particles and the associated

neutrinos or antineutrinos.

Unsøble nuclides may decay by single beta decay as follows

2x -2*rY + e- +i" (4-1)

2x -2_rY +e*+v" (4-2)

The underlying reason for this process can be shown pictorially by considering

the semiempirical mass formula

M (2, A) = Zffi o + Nmn - B (2, A)l c2 (4-3)

where A, z, N are the nuclear mass number, atomic number and neutron number

respectivelyl an¿ mo and mn are the proton and neutron masses. The last term

B(Z,A) is the nuclear binding energy given by

or

B (z,A) = a,A - rr4" - a"z(Z - l)¡-trs - or^9f * U (4- 4)
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For isobars (constant A nuclides) equation 4-3 gives a parabola, called a

mass parabola, in M vs. Z. The last term in equation 4-4, the nucleon pairing

energy term õ, is zero for odd-A nuclides and this results in a single mass parabola

as shown in figure (4.1) forA=83. Thepairingenergy of nucleiwith even numbers

of protons and neutrons is stronger than the neighboring odd-odd nuclei. Hence,

in some cases, the even-even nucleus cannot decay to the neighboring odd-odd

nucleus, but can decay, by the second-order weak interaction process, to the next

even-even nucleus [EL987a]. As a result of the difference in pairing energy

betweeri even-even and odd-odd nuclei we have two mass parabolas for even-A

isobars as shown in figure (4.2) for A=82. For odd-odd nuclei, the last term in

equation (4-4) is õ = -r2A-rl2, while even-even nuclei have the term ô = +l2A-r'2,

hence the two parabolas are separated by 2ô. Figure (4.1) shows that unstable odd

A nuclides can only decay to a more energetically stable state by single-beta

decay as shown by equations 4-1 and 4-2.Figwe (4.2) suggests that t2se may

decay directly to 82Kr by emitting two beta particles and two antineutrinos.

Successive single beta decays would require that 82Se decay to 
828r, 

a route that

is energetically inaccessible. This decay

"Se +t'Kr +2e- +2v" (4-5)

is called double beta decay.

In the double beta decay process, if the neutrino is a majorana particle

(equivalent to an antineutrino) then the neutrinoless double-beta decay can pro-

ceed in which case only the beta particles are emined. If the neutrino is a majorana

particle, then the possibility exists that the emitted virtual neutrino due to the

decay of the first neuton will be immediately re-absorbed as an anúneutrino
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during the decay of the second neuton. This mode of double beta decay is usually

referred to as the zero neutrino mode, ÊFr*l (see fig. a.3b). All the available decay

energy will be shared between the two beta particles, yielding a spike in the

sum-energy spectrum of the beta particles at the Q-value of the decay. This mode

may occur if the neutrino is a majorana particle and if either the neutrino has

non-zero mass or the weak currents have a right handed admixture, in which case

the leptonic current has the form

ju æ tfttt -t')+q(t +t')lv" (4.6)

If the neutrino is a Dirac particle (not the equivalent of its antiparticle) then

thetwo betaparticlesemittedduringthe decay are accompanied bythe appropriate

two neutrinos or antineutrinos. This is the so-called two neutrino mode of

double-beta decay, ÊÊtrq (see fig. 4.3a).In this case, the total available decay

energy is shared between all four particles in the final state. Since the neutrino is

uncharged and has a very low interaction cross section only the energies imparted

to the beta particles are detectable. The sum energy spectrum of the two beta

particles is a continuum with a high energy limit at the Q-value.

Another recently proposed neutrinoless double-beta decay mode IGE?BI ],

is the decay into two electrons and a massless neutral scalar boson B (see fig.

4.3c),known as the majoron, ÊÞro",rl. The majoron would be the Goldstone boson

that results from the spontaneous breaking of the global symmetry of baryon-

lepton number [GE98I ] ,[CH981]. The sum-energy spectrum of the two electrons

is also continuous, although it peaks at a higher energy than the two neutrino

mode spectrum.

Many experiments are searching for double-beta decay, especially the ÊÞro,l
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mode. There are also experiments investigating the ÞÞr*,rl md FÞtr"l modes.

Research groups currently searching for BB1*¡ and ÊÊr*,¿l include the University

of south carolina-Pacific Northwesr Laboratory collaboration (usc-pNl),

University of California, Santa Barbara/Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories

(UCSB/LBL), and the University of California, Irvine, ¿rmong others.

Knowledge of the mass difference between the two isobars involved in the

decay is of great importance to the search, especially for BB,*¡. This mass dif-

ference provides the Q-value of the decay process. The decay Q-value determines

where the spike in the spectrum of the sum of the electron energies from BB1o,¡ is

located. Most of these groups are searching for the decay of 76Ge to 76se in large,

hyperpure germanium detectors.

4.2 Ãn Experiment Involving The Decay Of 82Se-E2Kr

At the university of california at Irvine, Elliot, Hahn and Moe [EL9B7a]

have found direct evidence for the existence of a BB12"¡ decay in t2se. This

double-beta decay experiment was caried out using a time projection chamber

(TPC) [HA984] surrounding a thin aluminized Mylar foil which contained 14g

of.97 7o enriched 82Se. Helmholtz coils provided a uniform magnetic fietd of 7 15G

perpendicular to the source plane. This apparatus was located in a basement

laboratory at the University of California. In the TPC, ionization tracks left by

charged particles were reconstructed to their points of origin. Therefore a

double-beta-decay candidate event was described as one in which two electron

tracks were reconstructed emerging from the same point at the same time on the

source plane. The energy of the individual elecfons was determined by the radius

and pitch of the electron helix.
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The sum energy spectrum obtained by this group shows counts between

OMev and 6Mev (see Fig. 4.4). The events above 3Mev were ascribed to

Compton scattered electrons from cosmic-ray-induced gamma rays which also

underwentMoëller scattering. Moeller scattering is characterizedby the opening

angle befween the two electrons and by a very low value of the ratio between the

low and high energy electrons. After imposing an energy threshold of 0.15Mev

on each elecffon, a sum-energy threshold of 0.800MeV, and using a kinematic

cut to remove Moëller events, Elliot et al. were left with the spectrum shown in

figure (4.5). This spectrum was interpreted as direct evidence for BB12e decay.

The half-life indicated for the ÊÊrzur of 82S e isTr,r= (t.11:3) x 1020 yr (6BVo C.L.)

IEI987a]. A total of 13 candidate events remained between the energies 2.0-3.0

MeV. Elliot et al. attibuted all 13 events which survived the Moeller cut to the

ÞFr*,rl decay mode. The lower limit on the half-life for this decay mode was

calculated to be Tr,r> 4.4x 10'o y. (907o c.L) tüL987bl. Further evidence for

the BBlr"¡ mode was reported by Miley et al. by observing the decay of 76Ge

IMr9e0].

However, it is necessary to know the end point energy for this decay in order

to enable the recognition of the zero-neutrino mode signature, if it occurs, and

also make a more certain cut between candidate events and Moeller events.

Whether the decay is ÊÊtrul, FÊr*,rr or even Þ0r0"> a very precise mass d.ifference

between 82Se and*2Kr is necessary because it provides a better knowledge of the

Q-value and thereby a better defined upper cut-off point for candidate events in

the decay spectrum.
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4.3 Determination Of t'Se-ttKr Atomic Mass Difference.

The mass difference between 82Se 
and 

ItKr, taken from the 1986 mass table,

is3215.7 +6.1 micro-units tWA986l. The error in the mass table value for this

doublet is rather large (5.64 keV). This corresponds to a precision of 7 .4parts in

108. The search for double beta decay using 82Se requires a better precision of the

t'se-t'Kr mass difference than that provided by the mass table. A more precise

mass difference provides a more precise Q-value, and, thus, a more precise

location in the sum energy spectrum for the spike from neutrinoless double

beta-decay.

The Manitoba II high resolution mass spectrometer was used to measure the

mass difference between *tse 
and 82Kr. A krypton gas sample, in a high pressure

cylinder, was allowed into the ion source through a leak valve which confrolled

the flow rate. A sample of selenium tefrachloride powder was vaporized, in a

heated external oven. The SeClo vapor was allowed into the ion source through

a gas feedthrough. Both samples were ionized by electron bombardment and

accelerated by a 19 kV potential.

It was observed that the t'wo ion beams were of different widths. The krypton

beam was wider than the selenium beam. This could be demonstated by closing

down the alpha slit from either side and the krypton peak disappearing first well

before the required resolution was achieved. Closing down the slits any further

left just the selenium peak only. The beam width difference between the two ion

species could have been a result of selenium condensing in the internal oven since

it may have been cooler than the externally heated oven. If this was the case, then

the laypton may have been acting like a helium jet and the selenium as an aerosol
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with a smaller beam width which is what was observed.

To circumvent this problem a heated internal oven was inst¿lled to keep the

ionization chamber at high temperature thereby reducing any selenium conden-

sation in the ion source. A rhenium ribbon was wound around the internal oven

and covered with boron nitride, a good thermal insulator, to reduce the heat loss

by the oven. A current of about 3.54 was passed through the heating coil. The

use of this last technique minimized the difference in the width of the two beams.

The results obtained for the ttse-t'Kr 
mass difference over a set of 23 runs

are shown in table 4. I . The weighted average of these data is 3216.15 + 1.62 ltu .

This yields a precision of 1.94parts in 108. The new value is consistent with the

1986 mass table value to within experimental error.

The 82Se-82Kr 
mass difference obtained in this work provides a Q-value for

the double-beta decay of 82se ro t'Kr of 2995.84+ 1.48 kev. If the FÞro"r mode

does occur in the decay of 82Se to 82Kr, 
a distinct spike should be located at this

Q-value. The two electron sum energy spectrum published by Elliot et al., from

the TPC experiment, show no evidence for a spike at the decay end point energy.

This spectrum does, however, show a continuous distribution of counts.

The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from these data is the

occuffence of the ÊFrz"l mode. This mode of decay is the rarest natural decay

process ever observed directly in the laboratory.

A weighted average of the results from individual runs shown in table 4.1

rwas taken as the final result for the sought mass difference. The scatter in the

results between the runs shown in table 4.1 can be attribuæd to the d.ifference in

formation energies for the two ion species, as this scatter mimics that of the results
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obtained during the measurement of xenon and tellurium mass difference

[DY990].

The new value for 82se-82Kr 
mass difference (3216.15 + r.62), reported in

this work, is consisrent with the 1986 mass table value (3215.7 + 6.1) to within

experimental error, and significantly improves the precision. V/e hope it will be

of value in further studies of PB decay in the ttse-ttKr system.
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Table 4.1

Experimental Results

t'Se-ttK¡ 
mass difference
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Run Identity LÌuI ¡tu ERROR *
3275.22 12.83 r.07683

Dfebl1x1
Dfeb15x1
Dfeb18x1
Dfebl8x2
Dfeb2Zxl
Dfeb22x2

3230.74
3214.80
3215.68
3211.54
3234.08
3228.4r

5.54
3.47
2.79
2.48
1.61
5.49

1.00026
1.00113
1.00021
1.18913
1.11997
r.67059

Dmar5xl
DmarTxl
DmarTx2
Dmar20x1

Dmar20x2

Dmar20x3
Dmar20x4
Dmar21x1
DmarZlx2
Dmar2lx3

Dmar28x1

Dmar28x2
Dmar28x3
Dmar28x4
Dmar28x5
Dmar28x6

2.85
1.83
1.46
t.2L

6.47

1.18
3.99
2.32
0.51

15.2r

2.90

1.86
7.70
r.04
2.5t
4.72

r.1771,8
1.01772
1.00037
1.03455

r.26899

1.13921
1,.05847
1.00825
1.00293
1.06s70

1.10291

7.20456
r.t4909
1,.43742
1.24030
1.06827

3216.42
3199.27
3212.55
3218.28

321r.04

3223.49
3217.94
3209.82
3214.65
3196.40

321,9.65

3235.60
3258.5r
3208.t0
3213.09
3225.81

LIr4 (wtd avg) = 3216.15 + l.62ltu

The Run identity, egDjan22x2, specifies the year D (for 1991), month jan (for January), date22,

and the specific run number for the day (x2).



Figure 4.1

Odd A Mass Parabola
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Figure 4.2

Even A Mass Parabola
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figure 4.3

Double-beta Decay Modes
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Figure 4.4

Sum-Energy Spectrum For ttS-e d_eca.yfawl
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Figure 4.5

Sum-Energy Spectrum For eSe Decav (cut)
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